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Module 2 lesson 4 homework answers
Students use visual models such as fraction strips and area models to divide fractions on fractions with different denominators. Students make connections between visual models and multiply fractures. Students understand the rules of adding correct numbers: add correct numbers with the same tag by adding absolute values and using the common tag.
Add correct numbers with opposite markers by subtracting the smaller abs of the larger abs and using the number mark with greater abs. Students justify rules by using arrows and number line or by using the correct number game and expanding their findings to begin including amounts of logical numbers. Students use visual models such as fraction strips
and area models to divide fractions on fractions with different denominators. Students make connections between visual models and multiply fractures. Students understand the rules of adding correct numbers: add correct numbers with the same tag by adding absolute values and using the common tag. Add correct numbers with opposite markers by
subtracting the smaller abs of the larger abs and using the number mark with greater abs. Students justify rules by using arrows and number line or by using the correct number game and expanding their findings to begin including amounts of logical numbers. Grade 4 Unit 2: Unit conversions and problem solving with metric unit 2 uses length, mass and
capacity in the metric system to convert between units using place value knowledge. Students recognize the modular conversion patterns on the place value chart, just as 1000 grams equals 1 kilogram, 1000 of which is equal to 1000 thousand. Conversions are recorded in two column tables and number lines, and are applied to single and multi-step word
problems that are resolved by a combination-subtracting algorithm, or a special strategy. Mixed practice module prepares students for multi-digit operations and manipulates fractional units into future modules. Grade 5 Unit 2: Multi-digit full number and decimal breaks in unit 2 students apply patterns of the ten-rule system to mental strategies and a
sequential study of multiplication across area charts and distributional properties leading to fluency with a standard algorithm. Students move from correct numbers to multiplication with decimals, again using spatial value as a guide to reason and making estimates about products. Multiplication is explored as a method of expressing equivalent
measurements in both numerical and decimal models. A sequence similar to the division begins concretely with number discs as an introduction to the division with multi-digit dividers and leads the student to divide a multi-digit integer and decimal profits by two-digit dividers using a written vertical line. In addition, students evaluate and write expressions, and
record their accounts using pairing and parenting. Students apply unit work to solve multi-step word issues by using multi-digit multiplication and dividing with unknowns that represent the size of the group or the number of groups. Focus on the reasonableness of both products and quotients, and the interpretation of the remaining logic about a decimal
status depends on the skills learned throughout the unit, including the refinement of knowledge of place value, approximation, and appreciation. Grade 7 Unit 2: Rational numbers in grade 6, students formed a conceptual understanding of the correct numbers by using the line of numbers, absolute value, and opposites and expanding their understanding to
include the order and comparison of rational numbers. This module uses a game of integer: a card game that creates a conceptual understanding of integer processes and acts as a powerful student mental model that can be relied upon during the module. Students build on their understanding of rational numbers to add, subtract, multiply, and divide signed
numbers. Previous work in calculating amounts, differences, products and quotients of fractions serves as an important basis. The student's materials consist of student pages for each lesson in Unit 2. The ready-made material version is a collection of unit assessments, out-of-class tickets and fluency exercises of teacher materials. Materials.
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